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The Tribulation Force hurtles toward the four murders foretold in Scripture. The head of Enigma

Babylon One World Faith is in jeopardy, as are the two witnesses at the Wailing Wall as "the due

time" approaches. A supernatural horde of 200 million demonic horsemen slay a third of the

remaining population. Rayford walks into a trap in France and the Tribulation Force prepares for a

future as fugitives. World history and prophecy collide in Jerusalem at the middle of the Tribulation

for the most explosive episode yet of the continuing drama of those left behind.
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After I read the last words of this book, the first word that came out of my mouth was "Wow!" This

book will leave you anxiously waiting for the next book of the series.The book begins with the

Tribulation Force still hiding out in the safe house. Rayford is experiencing an incessantly growing

desire to assasinate the Anti-Christ. His rage is fed even more when the Tribulation Force

experiences a tragedy near the beginning of the book. The intensity of the story builds as "due time"

approaches for the Two Witnesses at the Wailing Wall and Hattie mysteriously disappears. In fear

that the safe house's security might be compromised, the tribulation force attempts to retrieve

Hattie.The dialogue and action in this book are extremely engaging and most readers will not be

disappointed. I did, however, grow somewhat weary of the story's account of Rayford's plot to

destroy Carparthia. I guess the author wanted to depict the consequences of the pressure that is

put on imperfect saints. This, however, did not diminish the story's potency.The book's explosive



ending leaves many questions and will leave the readers speculating and guessing and looking

forward to the next book in the series. "The Indwelling: The Beast Takes Possession."

If you enjoy Left Behind, I would strongly second what so many other reveiwers have already said

and suggest TheChrist Clone novels and We All Fall Down by Brian Caldwell. Both are similar to

Left Behind but vastly different in aproach. I read them while waiting for the eleventh Left Behind

and, while I love that series, found them to be just as good, and possibly better.

I got these books as a Christmas gift and am tearing through them a mile a minute. Not because

they're good reading, but because there's so little to them--both in content and length! Everything is

so prolonged and simplistic (and redundant), that you finish them in no time at all. I will finish the

rest of them this weekend but if they don't improve, I won't be buying the last installmant. A

somewhat better novel in this category is CHRIST CLONE TRILOGY. Far and away the best novel

of the genre is THE LAST DAY, which is vastly better written and a moving, classic spiritual thriller

about the Second Coming.

Assasins, the newest book in the Left Behind series keeps the suspence of it's predacessors right

on track. I am a born again christian and my interest in Biblical prophecy is what got me interested

in this series. But these books are so well written and take such interest in the development of plot &

characters, that I find it hard to believe that a person of any differing faith would not enjoy reading

them as well. Even if they just presumed it to be a science fiction series of novels. Jenkins knows

how to unfold a story and keep the readers involed in it on so many levels. This book is so relevant

to the headlines I read in the newspapers each day and once you decide to read it I think you will

start to see the things happening around you in a different light. I would reccomend starting with the

first book in the series, so that you can have a focus on the entire story. This series is a must read

for any fan of action & adventure & mystery novels no matter what your faith!

I thoroughly enjoyed the Assasins. It is was an excellent book, and was very well written. It is

another exciting book in the soon ending saga of those that were left behind. I have been thoroughly

mystified by the entire series. I've found that each time I've begun reading one of the books in the

series, I was unable to put it down until it was finished. For me, beginning with Left Behind, right on

through the Assasins, has been a fun filled adventure. As I finished each book, I began to eagerly

anticipate the release of the next one. The authors have written a series of books that seems more



truth than fiction. I could not help but feel that I was living the experiences of the characters. Their

joys were my joys, and their sorrows were my sorrows. I feel as though I know each one of them on

a personal level. I eagerly await the next book to be released in this delightful series. I would truly

like to know when I can expect it. I applaud both Tim LaHaye and Jerry B. Jenkins for authoring

such dramatically exciting, thought provoking, and eye opening books. They have displayed

excellence in authorship. I wish them continued success in their quest.
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